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Abstract

A new short time Fourier transformation (STFT) control algorithm is developed for reducing the response of base isolated buildin
variable stiffness isolation systems in near fault earthquakes. The central idea of STFT is to break up the signal into small time segm
Fourier analyze each time segment to ascertain the frequencies that exist in it. For each different time a different spectrum is obtaine
totality of these spectra is the time–frequency distribution. STFT is usedto determine the energy spectrum and time–frequency distribut
of the earthquake excitation signal. Of particular importance is the tracking of the energy of the earthquake excitation correspon
the fundamental period of the base isolated building. When the energy of the excitation exceeds a predetermined threshold value t
controller varies the stiffness of the isolation system smoothly between minimum and maximum values to achieve response reduction.
main reason for the response reduction is the variation of the fundamental frequency of the base isolatedbuilding. Additionally, the STFT
control algorithm ensures passivity and energy dissipation during the smooth variation of the stiffness. The STFT algorithm is imple
analytically on a five-story base isolated reinforced concrete building with linear elastomeric isolation bearings and a variable stiffness
located at the isolation level. Several recent near fault earthquakes are considered. It is shown that the controller is effective in red
base displacements and interstory drifts without increasing floor accelerations. The novelty of the STFT controller lies in its effective v
of stiffness only a few times to achieve response reduction, which makes it suitable for practical implementation.
© 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The application of semiactive variable stiffness a
damping devices has been investigated and demonstrated t
be effective by many researchers (e.g., [16]). Passivestruc-
tural control methods such as base isolation [3], supple-
mental fluid dampers, tuned mass dampers are widely
cepted. For the case of base isolation systems with slid
or elastomeric bearings, the addition of passive dampin
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the isolation level to reduce the base displacements in n
fault earthquakes may lead to increased interstory drifts a
floor accelerations [7,4]. An attractive alternative is theuse
of semiactive systems. The primary goal of this study is
develop a new control algorithm for the semiactive variab
stif fness (SAIVS) system to achieve response reduction
base isolated buildings subjected to near fault earthquak

Semiactive control of linear and nonlinear structures us-
ing novel devices such as variable stiffness systems, m
netorheological (MR) dampers and electrorheological (ER)
dampers has gained significant attention in recent year
[5–7,12–15,17,20,21]. The effectiveness of structural con
trol strategies and different control algorithms has been
demonstrated, by many researchers, experimentally

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/engstruct
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analytically [16]. The primary advantage of variable stiffnes
systems is their ability to avoid resonance [5,10]. The active
variablestiffness system [5] has performed successfully in
several earthquakes; however, the on–off device can swi
stiffness between on–off states and may in some cases l
to increased accelerations. To overcome the limitation
abrupt switching, a new semiactive independently varia
stiffness (SAIVS) device has been developed [10,9]. The
SAIVS device is capable of switching the stiffness smooth
The control algorithm proposed by Kobori et al. [5] is based
on estimation of the response in each stiffness state and
lection of the state which results in the least response. T
controller developed by Yang et al. [19] is a sliding mode
controller. The resetting algorithms [2,18] are effective pri-
marily due to energy dissipation with constant stiffness. The
tuned interaction damper [22] is based on Lyapunov the-
ory. The aforementioned studies do not estimate the ene
spectrum and time–frequency distribution of the ground e
citation needed for developing a variable stiffness cont
strategy for response reduction.

In this paper the use of short time Fourier transformati
(STFT) to trackthe energy spectrum and the time–frequenc
distribution of the earthquake for response control
proposed. Of particular importance is the proposed track
of energy of the earthquake excitation, corresponding
the fundamental period of the base isolated buildin
used in developing the variable stiffness control algorith
When the energy of the excitation exceeds a cert
threshold value the STFT controller varies the stiffne
of the isolation system smoothly between minimum a
maximum values to achieve response reduction. The ST
algorithm is implemented analytically on a five-story ba
isolated reinforced concrete building with linear elastome
isolation bearings and a variable stiffness system located
at the isolation level. Several recent near fault earthqua
are considered. It is shown that the controller is effective
reducing the base displacementsand interstory drifts without
increasing floor accelerations.

2. Structure with a variable stiffness system: formula-
tion

The equations of motion for the base isolated structure
developed on the basis of a three-dimensional formulat
consisting of two lateral degrees of freedom and o
rotational degree of freedom at the center of mass
each floor and the base. The state space equations for th
superstructure and the base are formulated as follows:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Eag(t) = g(x, u, ag) (1)

whereX = {UT UT
b U̇

T
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T
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 ,

M =
[

M MR
RT M RT MR + Mb

]
, C =

[
C 0
0 Cb

]
,

K =
[

K 0
0 Kb

]
, u =

[
0
fd

]
.

In the above equations,A, B and E are system
matrices. M is the superstructure mass matrix,C is the
superstructure damping matrix in the fixed base case,K
is the superstructure stiffness matrix in the fixed bas
case, Mb is the mass of the rigid base,Cb is the
damping of isolation system,Kb is the total stiffness of
elastic isolation elements andfd is the vector of force
from the control devices.R is the matrix of earthquake
influence coefficients consisting of zeros correspondin
to rotational degree of freedom and ones correspondi
to the two lateral degrees of freedom. Furthermore,Ü,
U̇ and U represent the floor acceleration, velocity an
displacement vectors relative to the base,Üb is the base
acceleration relative to the ground andag is the ground
acceleration in two perpendicular directions (x and y).
The evaluation and measured output equations are

ẋ = Ax + Bu + Eag (2)

z = Cx + Du (3)

ym = Cmx + Dmu + Eag + v (4)

wherez is the evaluation output vector which is obtained
by choosing the appropriate mapping matrices,C and D.
The evaluation output vector,z, consists of the base
displacement, floor accelerations and interstory drifts.ym is
the measurement vector consisting of the relative velocity
the device connection points, force in the devices and groun
acceleration. These can be obtained by choosing appropr
mapping matricesCm andDm . v is the measurement noise
vector which is assumed to be white noise. TheE matrix is
chosen to include the measured ground acceleration.

2.1. Sensor model

The sensors are modeled as follows:

Ẋ
s = g1(X

s , ym, fd , t) (5)

ys = g2(X
s , ym , fd , v, t) (6)

whereXs are the states of the sensor,v is the measurement
noise vector,fd is the vector of device forces andys is the
output of the sensor in volts.ym consists of the relative
velocity at the location of the devices that is needed for
feedback into the controller and ground accelerations.

2.2. The control algorithm

The control algorithm is implemented in the discret
domain as follows:
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Xc
k+1 = g3(X

c
k, yks , k) (7)

Idk = g4(X
c
k, yks , k) (8)

whereXc
k is the discrete state vector of the controller at tim

tk = k�t , yns is the discretized sensor model output andIdk

is the discrete control command from the control algorithm.

2.3. Control devices

The control device is interfaced with the building mode
as follows:

fd = g5(yd , Id , t) (9)

where yd consists of displacement and velocity
the device connection points. Eq. (1) is solved using
the unconditionally stable Newmark’s constant average
acceleration method, which can also be derived from
trapezoidal rule given by

xk+1 = xk + �t

2
(gk + gk+1) (10)

wheregk+1 = g(xk+1, uk+1, ag(k+1)
). The state equations

defined above along with the device model form a tim
variant system and hence an implicit method that needs
iteration is used [11].

2.4. The semiactive variable stiffness device (SAIVS)

The semiactive variable stiffness device (SAIVS)
capable of providing smooth stiffness variation along thex
or y direction depending on its orientation. In the curre
study the earthquake excitation is considered in thex
direction only (uniaxial case). Hence, the SAIVS devi
is oriented to provide variable stiffness in thex direction
only. The analytical model for a single SAIVS device
shown inFig. 1. It consists of four sets of spring elemen
arranged in a rhombus configuration as shown. Each of
four spring elements in the device is located at an angle,θ to
the horizontal. The four springs are connected to joints 1
as shown inFig. 1. Joint 1 is fixed in thex direction and can
be positioned at any desired position in they direction by
a linear electromechanical actuator and controller. Joint 2 is
free to move in both thex andy directions. Joints 3 and 4 ar
free to movein the x direction only. The ends of the guid
rail, on which joint 2 moves, are attached to the base slab
The ends of the guide rail, on which joints 3 and 4 mov
are attached to the ground. The electromechanical actu
is fixed to the ground and can actuate in they direction, thus
moving joint 1 to the required position. The force develop
at any time in the device for a specific position is give
by

fdx(t) = {ke cos2 θ(t)}ydx(t) (11)

whereydx(t) is the relative displacement (between the ba
and ground) at joint 2 in thex direction,ke is the stiffness of
a single spring,θ(t) is the time varyingangle of the spring
elements with the horizontal for any given device positio
e

-

t

e

,
tor

d

e

.

Fig. 1. The analytical model of the SAIVS device.

The angle of the spring is a function of the controller outp
command voltage,Idx , to thelinear actuator of the device
as in Eq. (8). The device generates a certainfdx (Eq. (11))
for a particular angle. For example, whenθ = 20.28◦,
kmax = 61,600 kN/m (passive on) and whenθ = 67.2◦,
kmin = 10,512 kN/m (passive off). For intermediateθ , the
stiffness,ki , varies betweenkmax andkmin (refer toFig. 4).
Although the device is linear, as the device angle is chang
stiffness varies, resulting in hysteretic behavior leading
additional energy dissipation.

3. Short time Fourier transformation (STFT)

Short time Fourier transformation (STFT) is the mos
widely used method for studying non-stationary signals. T
basic idea of STFT is to break up the signal into small tim
segments and Fourier analyze each time segment to ascer
the frequencies that exist in that segment. For each differ
time a different spectrum is obtained and the totality of su
a spectrum indicates the time–frequency distribution. Th
STFT procedure is ideal in many respects. It is well defined
on the basis of reasonable physical principles, and for ma
signals and situations it gives an excellent time–frequency
structure consistent with intuition [1].

To study the properties of the signal, sayagx , attimet , the
signal at that time is emphasized and the signal at other tim
is suppressed. This is achieved by multiplying the signal by
a window function,h(t), centered att , to produce a modified
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signal,

âgxt (τ ) = agx(τ )h(τ − t). (12)

The modified signal is a function of two times, the fixe
time, t , that is of interest, and the running time,τ . The
window function,h is chosen to leave the signal more or
lessunaltered around the timet but to suppress the signals
for times distant from the time of interest. The resultin
short time Fourier transform reflecting the distribution o
frequency around that time is given by

At (ω)= 1√
2π

∫
e− jωτ âgxt (τ )dτ (13)

= 1√
2π

∫
e− jωτ agxt (τ )h(τ − t)dτ. (14)

The energy density spectrum at timet is therefore

PSP(t, ω)=|At(ω)|2

=
∣∣∣∣ 1√

2π

∫
e− jωτ agxt (τ )h(τ − t)dτ

∣∣∣∣
2

. (15)

For each different time a different spectrum is obtain
and the totality of these spectra is the time–frequen
distribution,PSP, called the “spectrogram”. The spectrogra
for any signal results in a matrixPSP of sizem×n wherem is
thenumber of frequency intervals andn thenumber of time
steps. The power computed on a linear scale is convert
to a logarithmic scale in decibels (dB) for the purposes o
algorithm implementation.

4. The STFT control algorithm

For simplicity the STFT control algorithm is imple-
mented only in thex direction; however, it can easily be
extended to bothx andy directions in general. Such an as
sumption is deemed appropriatein the currentstudy since
the excitation is considered only in thex direction (uni-
axial case). The control block diagram is shown inFig. 2.
At time t = 0 the stiffness value ofthe SAIVS device
is set to itsmaximum,kmax. The control algorithm is as
follows:

1. A moving window (advanced at every time step) ofn
time steps of signal is chosen. At any timetk the signal
is multiplied with the ‘Hanning’ window function,h as
in Eq. (12).

2. The energy density spectrum attk is computedusing the
STFT in discrete form resulting in a vectorPtk

SP of size
m × 1.

3. From the vector of the energy density spectrum,Ptk
SP, the

scalarPtk
f max is selected, corresponding tofmax which is

the fundamental frequency atkmax.
4. One of the following steps is implemented next:

step 5 is implemented if the current stiffness state
kmaxand smooth stiffness variation is continued untilkmin
is reached; or (ii) step 6 is implemented if the curre
stiffness state iskmin and smooth stiffness variation i
Fig. 2. The block diagram forcontrol implementation.

continued untilkmax is reached; or (iii) the algorithm is
restarted at step 1.

5. The smooth stiffness variation fromkmax to kmin begins
at the instant,tuc

k , whenPtk
f max is increasing and exceeds

(termed upcrossing attuc
k ) a predetermined threshold

value,ς . A smoothing function,λ+ = 2/(1 + e+ατ l
k ) is

used to varythe stiffness fromkmax to kmin, whereα is
a constant (a value of 4 is chosen for the current stud
andτ l

k is the discrete elapsed local time beginning at th
upcrossing instanttuc

k . Oncekmin is reached, the local
time τ l

k is continued into step 6, which always follows
step 5.

6. The smooth stiffness variation fromkmin to kmax begins
when the two conditions (i) fdxk ẏdxk > 0 and(ii) τ l

k ≥ δ

are satisfied, wherefdxk is the force in the SAIVS device,
ẏdxk is the relative velocity at the device location,τ l

k is
the discrete elapsed local time andδ is a constant. The
first condition ( fdxk ẏdxk > 0) is checked before the
stiffness is varied fromkmin to kmax, in orderto ensure
that the stiffness change is always dissipative in natu
The second condition(τ l

k ≥ δ) is checked to ensure
adequate time for the stiffness recovery fromkmin to kmax
and to allow for the smooth variation of the stiffness. Th
stiffness is varied fromkmin to kmax using the smoothing

functionλ− = 2/(1 + e−ατ l
k ). Oncekmax is reached, the

local timeτ l
k is reset to zero.

5. Application of the STFT controller: a numerical
example

The structure considered is a symmetric base isola
five-story building of length L = 55 m and widthW =
55 m. The superstructure bracing is located atthe building
perimeter. Metal decking and a grid of beams support
concrete floor slabs. The steel superstructure is supported
a reinforced concrete base slab, which is integral to concr
beams below, and drop panels below each column locati
The isolators are connected between these drop panels an
the footings below as shown inFig. 3. The superstructure
is modeled as a three-dimensional linear elastic syste
The superstructure members, such as the beam, colu
bracing and floor slab, are modeled in detail. Floor sla
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Fig. 3. A base isolated building with a variable stiffness isolation system.

Fig. 4. Detail of the SAIVS devicewith four surrounding elastomeric
bearings.

and the base are assumed to be rigid in the plane. T
superstructure and the base are modeled using three ma
e
er

Fig. 5. The Simulink block diagram for simulation.

degrees of freedom (DOF) per floor at the center of ma
The combined model of the superstructure (15 DOF) a
isolation system (3 DOF) consists of 18degrees of freedom.
The superstructure damping ratio is assumed to be 5%
all fixed base modes and 2% critical for the elastomer
bearings. The first nine modes are used for modeling t
superstructure. The computed periodsTn for the nine modes
in the fixed base condition (along the three DOF) are 0.7
0.57, 0.43, 0.29, 0.23, 0.17, 0.14, 0.12 and 0.10 s. T
eccentricities at all floors are chosen to be zero. The to
weight of the structure is 142,575 kN. There are 61 line
elastomeric bearings each with a stiffness of 1435.5 kN/m
(total stiffness of 87,565 kN/m). The variable stiffness
device is assumed to be connected at the center of mas
the baseonly in the x direction, as shown inFigs. 3 and
4 (the restoring force is assumed to be coincident with the
center of mass). The SAIVS device shown inFig. 4has been
magnified for clarity. The stiffnesske = 70,000 kN/m of
the SAIVS device is chosen so as to provide a fundamen
period of 2 s( fmax = 0.5 Hz) in the passive on case
(kmax = 61,600 kN/m) and 2.5 s( fmin = 0.4 Hz) in
the passive off case(kmin = 10,512 kN/m). The equations
of motion are solved using a constant average accelera
method inside the S function block named Linear Time
Variant Analysis as shown inthe Simulink block diagram
in Fig. 5. The STFT computation is performed using the
standard blocks available within the Simulink toolbox [8].

The structure considered here is excited by the followin
set of near fault ground motions in the uniaxialx direction
as shown inFigs. 3and4:

• Newhall—the fault normal Newhall component of
the 1994 Northridge earthquake, with a peak groun
acceleration of 0.736g;

• Sylmar—the fault parallel component of the 1994
Northridge earthquake recorded in Sylmar county, wi
a peak ground acceleration of 0.605g;

• Kobe—the East–West component of the Kobe eart
quake (JMA), with a peak ground acceleration o
0.631g.
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Fig. 6. The STFT spectrogram for the Newhall earthquake.

Fig. 7. The STFT spectrogram for the Sylmar earthquake.

Fig. 8. The STFT spectrogram for the Kobe earthquake.

5.1. STFT spectrograms of earthquakes

The spectrograms for three excitations, Newhall, Sylm
and Kobe, are shown inFigs. 6–8 with time plotted on the
x axis, frequency on they axis and the STFT power (in
decibels, dB) on thez axis. Also shown in these figures
is a threshold level that intersects the surface of the ST
spectrogram at all frequencies. The value of the thresh
r

Fig. 9. Determination of the threshold,ς .

parameter,ς , described in the earlier sections is determine
on the basis of a parametric study of variables in t
algorithm. This parametric study is conducted for the s
ground motions considered, namely, Newhall, Sylmar a
Kobe. For each windowing operation, 256 earthquake data
points are taken and zero-padded to length 2048. To
zero-padded data, a Hanning window of time duration�t =
10.24 s (frequency bandwidth of∆ω = 0.098 Hz) is applied
for STFT computation. The results of this study are sho
in Fig. 9. The results are plotted in terms of the percentag
reduction of story drifts achieved for various values ofς

that result in positive drift reductions. On the basis of th
performance of the threshold levelς that is optimal over the
three ground excitations,ς = 135 dB is chosen as the desig
value for simulations.

5.2. Structural responses

Fig. 10 shows the base displacement responses of t
base isolatedbuilding due to Newhall, Sylmar and Kobe
earthquake excitations in the uniaxial direction. Three ca
considered are (i) passive off, where the SAIVS devi
develops its minimum stiffness, (ii) passive on, where t
SAIVS device develops its maximum stiffness, and (i
controlled, where the new STFT algorithm described in t
earlier sections is implemented. The stiffness variation ti
histories are shown inFig. 11 for the three excitations. Also
shown in Fig. 11 is a slice of the STFT spectrogram a
2 s (the fundamental period of the passive on case) a
function of time. In the controlled case when the magnitu
of the STFT exceeds the threshold value during upcross
the stiffness is varied smoothly from the passive on to the
passive off position and, after the passivity and elapsed ti
considerations are satisfied, it is varied smoothly from t
passive off to the passive on position. The threshold leve
fixed at 135dB for all three excitations and the paramet
δ = 0.25 s (Tn/8) is chosen. The parameter isα = 4.0
for the current study. The± sign for α is determined by
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Fig. 10. Base displacement responses for Newhall, Sylmar and Kobe excitations.
Fig. 11. STFT power and stiffness time histories for Newhall, Sylmar and Kobe excitations.
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the direction of switching: from maximum to minimum
or vice versa.Fig. 12 shows the peak base displaceme
as a function of peak ground acceleration in passive
passive off and controlled cases for the three earthqua
From the results we can see that the reductions in the pea
base displacements for the controlled case compared to
passive off case are 14% for Newhall, 11% for Sylm
and 26% for Kobe. The corresponding reductions for
controlled case compared to the passive on case are
and 6% for Newhall and Sylmar respectively. The pe
base displacements for Kobe excitation are the same
in the passive on case. The controlled case reduces
peak base displacement response in all three earthqu
In particular, in the case of Newhall and Sylmar wi
peak base displacement greater than 0.25 m, the contro
case reduces the response further than the passive on
It can be observed fromFig. 10 that the controlled case
remains bounded between the passive on and passiv
cases. Also, it is evident inFig. 10 that the stiffness and
frequency vary from passive on to passive off or vi
versa to avoid peak displacement response during the p
STFT power in Newhall and Sylmar earthquakes. In t
case of the Kobe earthquake the controlled case rem
at the passive on state most of the time since the le
displacement response occurs in that state.Fig. 13 shows
the peak interstory drifts at various floor levels for all thr
excitations considered. FromFig. 13 it is evident that the
story drifts are substantiallyreduced for the controlled cas
as compared to the passive on case in all three earthqu
for all the floors. Maximum drift reductions in the controlle
case for the Newhall, Sylmar and Kobe earthquakes are 1
49% and 15%, respectively, when compared to the passiv
on case, and nearly the same when compared to the pa
off case. ComparingFigs. 12and13, it is evident that the
greatest reduction in the interstory drifts (49%) is achieved
where the magnitude of the base displacement is the hig
(Sylmar excitation). It is also worth noting fromFigs. 12
and 13 that in the passive on case the base displacem
are smaller due to a stiffer isolation system; however,
interstory drifts are larger. Incontrast, in the passive off cas
the base displacements are larger; however, the inters
drifts are smaller. In the controlled case both the b
displacements and interstory drifts are smaller, which clearly
indicates the advantageof the new STFT controller. The
peak floor accelerations shown inFig. 14 are maintained at
the same levels as in the passive off case. Only in the c
of Newhall is the first floor acceleration for the controlle
case reduced by nearly 10%. This shows that the ST
controller with smooth stiffness variation does not introdu
additional accelerations in the lower stories as compa
to on–off stiffness switching algorithms developed by
other researchers [19,14]. The force–displacement plots ar
shown in Fig. 15. The magnitude of the SAIVS force is
normalized by the total weight of the structure. The stiffne
variation is clearly evident inFig. 15. It is the stiffness or
frequency variation which leads to drift response reducti
n,
s.
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Fig. 12. Base displacement responses for Newhall, Sylmar and Ko
excitations.

This can be inferred from the response in Kobe—the dr
response is reduced by nearly 15% with stiffness variatio
of the isolation system and with minimal additional energy
dissipation in the isolation system (seeFig. 15(c)).

The estimated time delay in the online implementatio
of this algorithm is investigated through simulations; only
summary of the results is reported here for brevity. The tim
delay for STFT implementation is nearly five millisecond
(ms). However, for evaluation purposes, delays of 25 an
50 ms are introduced and the simulations are performe
The greatest effect of the time delay is on the magnitude
the base displacement. For the case of the Kobe earthqua
on introducing a delay of 50 ms, the base displacemen
increased by 5% and by 3.7% fora delay of 25 ms, compared
to the baseline case of 5 ms. By comparison, for a 50 ms
delay, the base displacements increased by 2% for Sylm
and 2.27% for Newhall. Similarly, the increases in the bas
displacement for 25 ms delay for Sylmar and Newhall a
1.5% and 1.88% respectively. The effect of time delay o
interstory drifts and accelerations is less than 2% for 50 ms
delay and less than 1.3% for 25 ms delay for all three
earthquakes.

6. Conclusions

A new variable stiffness control algorithm based on
STFT has been developed and shown to be effective in
reducing the response of base isolated buildings in near fa
earthquakes. The variation of stiffness is based on tracki
the energy of the earthquake excitation at the fundament
period. In base isolated buildings with stiffer isolation
systems, generally the base displacements are smaller a
interstory drifts are larger. Exactly the opposite respons
results in cases with softer isolation systems. However, i
the controlled case both the base displacement and interst
drifts are reduced. Simulatedresults show that the greatest
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Fig. 13. Story drifts for Newhall, Sylmar and Kobe excitations.

Fig. 14. Peak floor accelerations for Newhall, Sylmar and Kobe excitations.
de
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reduction in interstory drifts occurs when the magnitu
of the base displacement is the largest. No increase
acceleration in the lower stories occurs due to the f
smooth stiffness variations ascompared to the increase in
n
acceleration in the lower stories observed in on–off stiffne
algorithms with rapid and abrupt switching. This stud
also shows that algorithms based on the time–frequen
content of the ground excitation hold significant promis
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ons.
Fig. 15. Force–displacement loops of variable stiffness devices for Newhall, Sylmar and Kobe excitati
,
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for use with variable stiffness devices in base isolation
applications.
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